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Abstract
E-commerce platforms offer access to rich information about products, including customer-written
reviews. This new data is used as signal for result list ranking, dynamic facets, or to generate product
descriptions. In this paper, we put review data to the test and analyze their potential to serve as a
reliable data source for information about products. For 50 products, we compared product details
mentioned in reviews with the actual product information and identified several pitfalls, including
customers talking about different products, reporting context-dependent values, and uttering about
desired product specifications. With this work, we highlight challenges that need to be accounted for
when employing automatically extracting information from customer review in e-commerce.
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1. Introduction

Customers of e-commerce platforms often rely on product reviews to assess a product and the
potential risks of purchasing it [1], e.g., product quality, shipping times, or customer service
issues. Ultimately, reviews influence customers’ purchase decisions – whether a customer
decides to buy a product or choose one brand over another [2, 3]. Additionally, reviews can
highlight important product attributes that may not be evident in seller-provided descriptions
[4]. On the other side, reviews provide valuable feedback to sellers: revealing what customers
like or dislike about an item allows businesses to improve the products [5].

While the economic relevance of online shopping is increasing [6], so is the volume of
online reviews [7]. Customers find it increasingly difficult to distinguish between valuable and
worthless reviews due to the sheer volume of available reviews and their inconsistent quality,
which reduces the usefulness of online reviews [8]. As the number of reviews start to exceed
the human cognitive processing capacity, e-commerce platforms started to adopt automated
tools in order to keep the benefits of reviews [9]. Previous works have proposed to extract
product information from reviews with automated methods, e.g., to provide a comprehensive
overview of other customers’ options [9] or to enable customers to filter for reviews talking
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about a specific product aspect [10]. Moreover, information extracted from reviews is used
to adjust the ranking of products [11, 12, 13], to build dynamic facets for filtering [14], or
identify user needs for the design of future products [15]. Reviews have also been used to
generate informative product descriptions that deliver more information about the product than
badly-written product specifications from the seller [16].

However, using automatedmethods to extract information about the products from its reviews
requires reliable and truthful data. Prior research, so far, has often evaluated automated methods
quantitatively with only few diving into the reasons for incorrect instances. Most identified
challenges relate to NLP problems such as the use of synonyms, abbreviations, and variations
in writing styles [17, 18]. Some earlier works also mention semantic challenges such as reviews
mentioning contextual information that are falsely recognized as product information [19] or
irrelevant subjects being talked about [17]. To what extent those observations still hold true
nowadays remains to be investigated.

We therefore set out to analyse the quality of review texts in e-commerce to serve as data
source for reliable information extraction. In this research, we investigated the use case of
laptop products and analyzed 1500 review texts spread over 50 laptop products. We manually
annotated and compared information from reviews with the listed product information and
clustered discrepancies into five general and one attribute-dependent “lessons learned”. We
focused on eight product aspects for which the product description – when complete – serves
as ground truth1.

Our investigation uncovered several challenges for automated information extraction from
product reviews, such as mentions of information about different products, neglect of formatting
standards, and reporting of approximate values and experienced real-life values that do not
match with the seller’s statements about maximum values. The findings highlight the necessity
for methodologies and approaches to effectively identify and extract product specification
problems amidst the myriad of customer reviews.

2. Method

In this work, we set out to conduct an exploratory study for investigating the potential of
review data for extracting information about product aspects, guided by the following research
questions:

RQ1: To what extent do review texts contain information about product aspects in e-commerce?

RQ2: Are there discrepancies between information mentioned in review texts and the actual
specifications of products?

For this initial study, we choose a product domain that is commonly known and used,
leading to a wide body of reviews per product. Additionally, to answer the research questions,
ground truth data of product characteristics is needed. We therefore chose the use case of
laptop products, with their complex, multi-faceted aspects, and large availability of review data.

1As less than 20% of product descriptions are actually complete (cf. Section 3.1), one could also hope to extract the
missing information from the reviews.



Laptops are a type of utilitarian product with available ground truth data and a wide range
of (technical) product aspects that are discussed in the reviews. In our research we focus on
eight product aspects: processor, RAM, screen, battery, model, brand, price, and storage. We
manually annotated laptop reviews regarding utterances about the chosen product aspects, and
compared them with the seller-generated product information. We then identified cases with
discrepancies and clustered the causes for discrepancies across product aspects.

2.1. Product Dataset with Reviews

We first collected a product dataset of about 5000 laptops including reviews from a prominent
e-commerce platform. We eliminated products that were missing seller-generated information
about the product aspects relevant for this experiment (processor, RAM, screen, battery, model,
brand, price, storage). Of the remaining 805 products, we chose products with at least 30
reviews, and drew a random subset of 50 products from the remaining set. We kept the 30
longest reviews for each product, assuming that the longest reviews contain most information
about the product. The final dataset for analysis contains 1500 review texts: 50 products with
30 reviews each. Listing 1 displays an excerpt of a product data point.

Listing 1: Example of a product object in the dataset
1 {
2 ” t i t l e ” : ” Lenovo X1 Carbon 6 th Genera t i on U l t r abook : Core i 7−8550U , 1 6GB RAM, 512GB

SSD , 14 inch F u l l HD Di sp l ay , B a c k l i t Keyboard ( Renewed ) ” ,
3 ” brand ” : ” Lenovo ” ,
4 ” model ” : ”X1 Carbon ” ,
5 ” p r i c e ” : 3 3 0 . 9 8 ,
6 ” b a t t e r y L i f e ” : ” 1 5 . 0 hours ” ,
7 ” t o t a l S t o r a g eC a p a c i t y ” : ” 5 12 g i g a b y t e s ” ,
8 ” s to rageType ” : ” SSD ” ,
9 ” p r o c e s s o rCo r e s ” : ” 4− co re ” ,

10 ” p ro c e s so rB r and ” : ” I n t e l ” ,
11 ” p ro c e s so r SpeedBa s e ” : ” 1 . 8 g i g a h e r t z ” ,
12 ” systemMemoryRam ” : ” 1 6 g i g a b y t e s ” ,
13 ” systemMemoryRamType ” : ”DDR3 SDRAM” ,
14 ” s c r e e n S i z e ” : ” 1 4 . 0 i n ch e s ” ,
15 ” s c r e e nR e s o l u t i o n ” : ” 1 920 x 1080 ” ,
16 ” s c reenReso lu t i onName ” : ” F u l l HD” ,
17 . . .
18 }

2.2. Annotations

To investigate the informational content in review texts for laptop products (RQ1), we annotated
relevant utterances from all 1500 laptop product reviews pertaining to the product aspects under
investigation (processor, RAM, screen, battery, model, brand, price, storage). The utterances
spanned one to multiple words and contained either precise, technical information (e.g., “256GB”
for storage, “HP” for brand) or vague, natural language descriptions of an aspect (e.g., “long
battery life” for battery, “the screen will not turn on” for screen).



2.3. Mock Extraction

To investigate the correctness of the information mentioned in reviews (RQ2), we simulated
the task of automatically extracting precise, technical information about a product. Previous
research often focused on extracting sentiments and opinions from reviews [20, 13], with some
works also accounting for the technical specifications of a product [21]. In this study, we
focused on technical information because it can be compared to the seller-generated product
information which serves as ground truth. For the eight annotated product aspects[22], we
aimed to determine whether their precise, technical values could be determined from the
product’s reviews. From the annotations of a laptop’s reviews, In this research we manually
extracted all precise, technical values per aspect[23] and used majority voting over this set of
values. In this study, we aim to perform a manual annotation to identify all existing issues
comprehensively without adding mistakes from automatic methods. Subsequent research could
address the model extraction problem automatically with large language models, such as the
Llama model, and propose potential solutions.

For example, for one of the laptops in the dataset, we found the following seven utterances
regarding storage in its 30 reviews:

“not satisfied with the memory space”, “64GB SSD”, “32GB SSD”, “storage is minimal”,
“had to buy extra storage”, “32 gig”, “64 gig”

This example leads to a tie situation because there are two occurrences of 64GB and two
occurrences of 32GB.

Additionally, for each case where the value in the review utterance differed from the actual
value of the product, identified the reason for the discrepancy and conducted two cycles of
thematic analysis [24].

3. Results

To answer RQ1, we annotated utterances with aspect information in review texts. For example,
the following review text contains four annotated utterances (in bold; one about the storage,
three about the screen):

“The solid state hard drive makes no noise. The full HD screen is very crisp
with vibrant colors.”

Table 1 shows how many products have reviews with information about each of the eight
aspects. For battery, brand, and price, we could find information about the respective aspect in
the reviews of all products. RAM was the least popular aspect in reviews: Only 29 products had
mentions of RAM sizes in their reviews. For the use case of extracting technical information,
reviews seem to provide some data, but not for all products. Brand names and battery life values
in hours were popularly talked about in reviews. However, RAM sizes, model names, and screen
sizes were not often mentioned in reviews. For those aspects, review texts do not provide a lot
of data for automated extraction.

Overall, we found many utterances in the reviews that contained information about specific
laptop aspects. In a second step, we also investigated the correctness of that information since
we need reliable and correct information in the data that we use in automated extraction (RQ2).



Table 1
Product counts with utterances of precise or non-precise values of aspects.
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No Mentions of Aspect 9 21 4 0 25 0 0 4
Mentions of Aspect 41 29 46 50 25 50 50 46
∟ Precise Values 33 17 25 41 21 50 42 31
∟ Only Vague Values 8 12 21 9 4 0 8 15

Table 2 reports the results of themock extraction analysis inwhichwemanually extracted precise
product information from the annotated review texts. The findings show a discrepancy between
product information stated by the seller and product informationmentioned in customer reviews:
For many products, the mock extraction determined incorrect values. For example, for laptop
screens, 25 out of 50 products have mentions of precise screen sizes or resolutions in their
reviews. Only in 4 cases, the correct value would have been determined using majority voting.
In 13 cases, an incorrect value would have been determined. That is, the reviews of a product
contain more often an incorrect value (e.g., “15 inches big” instead of 15.6 inches). In 8 cases, we
cannot determine a value because multiple possible values have the same occurrence, leading
to a tie.

Table 2
Results of mock value extraction with majority voting for precise mentions.
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(i) No Values for Extraction 17 33 25 9 29 0 8 19
(ii) Correct Value Extracted 17 9 4 0 16 37 0 18
(iii) Incorrect Value Extracted 16 1 13 41 5 13 42 4
(iv) Tie 0 7 8 0 0 0 0 9

4. Lessons Learned

The mock value extraction shows that automatically extracting information from reviews can
lead to errors. Using thematic analysis, we identified five general causes for discrepancies. To
elaborate on RQ2, we propose the following five lessons learned for using reviews as data
source for extracting product information in e-commerce.

4.1. Lesson 1: Cross-Product Comparisons

In some cases, customers referred to other products in their reviews.



Previous Products Customers mentioned their previous laptop across all product aspects.
They frequently reference their experiences with previous products, highlighting specific values
associated with these products to contextualize their evaluations. For instance, when discussing
the processor, customers often mention the model and specifications of their old processors and
compared them to the processor of the reviewed laptop:

“This CORE i7 8th gen is NOT noticeably faster than the Core M powered machine it replaced.”

Similar comparisons are made for other aspects where customers draw parallels between the
features of the reviewed product and those of their previous devices.
Variants Customers frequently compare different configurations or versions of the same

laptop model, highlighting variations in storage capacity or RAM size. For example, a customer
may discuss the availability of multiple storage options for a particular laptop model, such as a
128GB variant and a 64GB variant, or different processors:

“I did almost buy the amd version because the processor and gpu benchmark slightly higher
but I didn’t want to spend extra to get the ssd version of it.”

“Some of the 64gb versions appear to be the same as the 128gb laptops (check the specs), at a
significantly cheaper price”

Desired Product Some customers discuss their needs of laptop specifications rather the
actual values of the product in question. Those desired, ideal values are different from the actual
value of the product, leading to incorrect data in extracting aspect values. This phenomenon
was observed across all aspects, for example:

“I got 8gb and wanted 16gb but wasn’t going to pay the ridiculous cost difference”
“need to order a screen replacement to have the laptop upgraded to full hd as I wanted.”

“I recently purchased the X1 after researching several other models (HP Spectre, Dell XPS)”
“I needed a laptop that was budget friendly (under $500)”

The phenomenon of cross-product references complicates the task of isolating and accurately
assessing the value proposition of a specific laptop. For each utterance, a mechanism is needed
that determines if the utterance talks about the current product, or is a cross-reference to
another product (previous, variant, ideal).

4.2. Lesson 2: Varied Value Formatting

In our analysis, we noticed that customers write down information in their own style and do
not necessarily make use of standard units and style conventions. For example, some customers
occasionally employ informal, spoken language, such as abbreviations and synonyms:

“HP”, “h-p” to refer to Hewlett-Packard
“GB”, “gb”, “gigs”, “gigabytes” to refer to gigabytes

Additionally, customers employ symbols to represent product attributes or units:
“a duel channel kit of Corsair vengeance @ 2933” signifying a speed of 2.933 MHz

“would recommend spending some more $$ for a better display”
“3-*” signifying the star rating

“DEFECTIVE ON #5” signifying number of months

Formatting problems in user reviews have been observed in earlier works, showing how
different styles of online reviews influence the evaluation process for the review writer [25] or
leads to problems for automated methods [17, 18]. For humans, it serves the ease of writing or



ease of reading, but for extracting by algorithm, more elaborate coding schemes are needed,
e.g., an additional dictionary-based method for standardization [26].

4.3. Lesson 3: Maximum Values instead of Real-Life Values

Another discrepancy we observed stems from sellers advertising the maximum capacities of
their products, while reviewers focus on the experienced, real-world values. While the storage
of a product is, at its full capacity, 512GB, some parts of it are reserved for the operating system,
leaving less storage space at free disposal:

“at “256gb” you realistically only get 180 because windows takes about 70-80 gigs”
“SSD memory is LESS than advertised in description (actual memory is 452 GB vs 512 GB )”

Similarly, customers report a battery life that is less than the battery life stated by sellers:
“Battery life on 100% will give you 4-13 hours [...] NOT 15 hours as they claim”

Contextual factors such as usage patterns play a role in the experienced and subsequently
reported battery life. For the same laptop, customers with different usage patterns report
different values (both examples were written for the same laptop):

“ I wanted something that I could use to play Deep Rock Galactic, and this seemed to be the
cheapest gaming laptop [...] the battery life only seemed to be 1-1.5 hours”

“The battery life gives you about 5-6 hours of [...] internet browsing, MS office, emails”

4.4. Lesson 4: Emphasis on Expandability

Customer reviews frequently discussed possible or performed upgrades of the products, such as
upgrading the RAM or the storage capacity. These occurrences reflect customers’ desires for
enhanced performance and functionality and adapting the product to their individual needs.
These mentions provide insights into evolving customer needs and preferences, but also lead to
occurrences of values that do not overlap with the current product information. For example:

“Only thing I did was add another SSD (480GB Kingston 2.5) and more ram (Samsung 8gb)”
“I recommend [...] upgrade their ram to dual channel 24 or 32gb ram.”

Both behaviors, talking about the possibilities for upgrades and the personal needs for upgrades,
result in utterances where values are reported that the product does not (yet) have. If you
consider the second example, the customer mentions two RAM values that are not the actual
values of the laptop but upgrade options. Consequentially, automated extraction methods might
pick up incorrect values.

4.5. Lesson 5: Approximate Value Mentions in Product Reviews

Another notable source of discrepancy is the tendency of customers to mention approximate
values rather than exact figures in their product reviews. For instance, when discussing storage
capacity, they often use rounded numbers such as “250GB” instead of specifying the exact
capacity (in this case: 256GB). This trend extends across various product aspects, including
processor speed, battery life, display resolution, and price. While some customers explicitly
denote their approximation (e.g., “For a brand new computer that cost almost $500 should work
better.”, others use approximate values without signaling it in their text:



“only 250GB Storage isn’t really enough to run and install most software (like games)”
“I received the product on Monday and it died on Friday. It is now a $300 doorstop.”

In literature on vagueness in natural language, approximate values are a known strategy to
reduce physical and mental effort [27]. If preciseness is not necessary for the main message,
approximations can be used. For example, “$300” can be easier to type and to understand than
“$286.99”. For the reviewers, the precise storage capacity might not be important when assessing
the laptop as a whole. Automated extraction methods need to take these strategies into account
when extracting product information from natural language texts.

4.6. Additional Lesson: Price Values

One additional challenge that we observed was specific to the price aspect. Not only did the
customers make use of approximate values (see Lesson 5), the price ground truth was fluctuating
even during the course of the analysis. E-commerce platforms often employ dynamic pricing
strategies [28], meaning that price values mentioned in review texts are likely outdated, even
when mentioning rather precise values (e.g., “Got it for $407”, “The Lenovo price on Amazon is
usually $619, the Acer $749”). Some customers also mention specific deals (e.g., “I got this for $699
on cyber Monday”). E-commerce platforms sometimes aggregate offers from various sellers or
offer refurbished products at a lower price point, which might be another source of varying price
values in reviews. Due to those factors, the values mentioned by customers in their reviews
often diverge from the actual value of the product. Similarly, qualitative statements about prices
from reviews (e.g., “the price was very reasonable”, “the price is great”, or “Laptop is very good
for the price”) do not hold true over time. Practitioners and researchers who use reviews to
extract information about products should carefully consider whether the information they
target is dynamic and fluctuating over time – be it as dynamic as pricing information, or slowly
changing over time like what customers consider to be “good” performance [29].

5. Conclusion

Customer-written review texts from e-commerce platforms (e.g., Amazon, BestBuy or Alibaba)
are used as a data source for automatic tasks ranging from aspect extraction for summarization
and market research to serving as signal impacting the product ranking. This research investi-
gates the potential of reviews to serve as reliable source of information about products, focusing
on the use case of laptop reviews. We annotated 1500 reviews and compared how well they
reflected the true features of the laptops. Our analyses found that review texts contain inaccurate
information about the reviewed product, refer to different product and their specifications, and
misleading information about potential alterations and upgrades to the product. Using review
texts for information extraction without accounting for those phenomena could therefore lead
to inaccurate results. With this research, we contribute insights that can help e-commerce
platforms and researchers to study online shopping habits in the future. Our research could also
inform future automatic methods utilizing review data such as large language model deployment
for e-commerce.
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